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Abstract 

 
Segment routing (SR) is a highly implementable approach for traffic engineering (TE) with 
high flexibility, high scalability, and high stability, which can be established upon existing 
network infrastructure. Thus, when a network failure occurs, it can leverage the existing 
rerouting methods, such as rerouting based on Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) and fast 
rerouting with loop-free alternates. To better exploit these features, we propose a high-
performance and easy-to-deploy method SRUF (Segment Routing under Uncertain Failures). 
The method is inspired by the Value-at-Risk (VaR) theory in finance. Just as each investment 
risk is considered in financial investment, SRUF also considers each traffic distribution 
scheme's risk when forwarding traffic to achieve optimal traffic distribution. Specifically, 
SRUF takes into account that every link may fail and therefore has inherent robustness and 
high availability. Also, SRUF considers that a single link failure is a low-probability event; 
hence it can achieve high performance. We perform experiments on real topologies to validate 
the flexibility, high-availability, and load balancing of SRUF. The results show that when 
given an availability requirement, SRUF has greater load balancing performance under 
uncertain failures and that when given a demand requirement, SRUF can achieve higher 
availability. 
 
Keywords: Segment Routing, Traffic Engineering, Value-at-Risk (VaR), Robustness, 
Uncertain Failures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Segment Routing (SR) is a relatively new approach that is proposed by IETF and expected 
to address identified limitations in Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [1]. SR 
implements the source routing paradigm [2]: When a traffic packet enters the network, the 
ingress node assigns its forwarding path with a segment list. A segment in a segment list 
represents a shortest path or link. The packet with the list passes through the segments in the 
list one by one and finally reaches the egress node. In this way, a path can be divided into 
several shortest paths. The network operators can use a more flexible path selection scheme 
so that operators of the network can optimize the network's performance in a relatively simple 
deployment situation. 

A centralized controller such as a Software Defined Network (SDN) controller or a Path 
Computation Element (PCE) that can compute the scheme of traffic distribution according to 
the global traffic demands can give full play to the potential of SR and can make the network 
more efficient [3]. Although the centralized control plane has better overall traffic distribution 
performance, it takes some time to measure and operate network conditions, especially for 
unexpected events such as network failures [4]. Considering that SR uses the Interior Gateway 
Protocol (IGP) protocol to route segments, a distributed IGP failure recovery mechanism can 
handle network failures [5]. When a node or link fails, the network quickly converges to form 
a new shortest path between the node pairs. Therefore, the switch can continue to forward 
according to the original segment list. However, this rerouting method does not consider the 
congestion of the network when changing the routing path, which may cause network 
congestion.  

One way to solve this problem is to consider the failure of links/nodes in the network when 
the controller configures the initial flow allocation scheme. When the SDN controller or PCE 
allocates bandwidth, it considers various situations of network failure and reserves some 
capacity for network failure scenarios. Therefore, when the predictable network failure occurs, 
the network will neither be congested. Reserving bandwidth for failures can make the network 
more robust, but resulting in lower network utilization. A significant challenge faced by traffic 
engineering is to improve the throughput and availability of the network. In the case of limited 
bandwidth, these two goals are contradictory because the high availability requires the network 
to have enough margin to deal with failures and avoid congestion. Still, the high throughput 
requires the network to fulfill as much traffic demand as possible. 

In this paper, we propose a method called SRUF (Segment Routing under Uncertain 
Failures) that optimizes traffic distribution scheme of SR based on the probability of network 
failure. This method can make full use of the global network information mastered by the 
centralized SDN controller, not only the topology, network capacity, and demand pattern, but 
also the failure statistics of links, nodes and Shared Risk Groups (SRG) [11]. This work uses 
a finance method called Value-at-Risk (VaR) to extend SR to improve network performance 
while considering the probability of network failure. Since every path maybe fail, we regard 
the forwarding of traffic on different paths as an investment with risk. For a given traffic 
allocation scheme, we compute the possible failure scenarios with the corresponding 
probability of occurrence and the Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) of the network in the 
scenario. Using the VaR method, we can obtain the best performance traffic distribution 
configuration with a given availability requirement 𝐵𝐵(90%, 95%, 99% … ) .The main 
contributions of the paper are the following: 
 As far as we know, this work is the first study of risk-aware restoration planning in 

segment routed networks under uncertain failures. We propose an SR-based algorithm 
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called Segment Routing under the Worst Scenario (SRWS) to minimize the MLU of all 
given network scenarios with uncertain failures. When optimizing the MLU of the 
network, we consider all given failure scenarios and minimize the largest MLU in these 
scenarios. Since we reserve capacity for all given failures, the algorithm is very robust. 

 In order to solve the bandwidth wasting problem and the inflexibility caused by the over-
protected nature of SRWS, we propose the SRUF method leveraging the financial concept 
VaR. Compared with SRWS, which protects all scenarios, the SRUF algorithm allows a 
flexible coverage of failure scenarios. The SRUF method does not consider only one 
indicator of availability or MLU. Instead, it tries to achieve a tradeoff of them in 
optimization, so it leads to better traffic distribution with the full use of failure probability 
information.  Besides, through the setting of a network status parameter, SRUF can be 
applied to more network environments with different availability requirements. 

 We, for the first time, define the SR link load factor based on failure scenarios, which 
incorporates the Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) routing mechanism. Further, considering 
that the factor is a key component of SRWS and SRUF, we develop an efficient algorithm 
using topological sorting for its computation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses some related work, 
and Section III presents underground about SR, restoration of the network, and Value-at-Risk 
(VaR). Section IV introduces the proposed methods. In section V, our method is evaluated by 
experimental results. Section VI draws the main conclusions. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 SR Optimization 
The network optimization problem of SR is to use fewer segments to allocate paths so that 

the network can achieve the optimization goal. The authors in [16]propose traffic matrix aware 
SR, traffic matrix oblivious SR, and online SR algorithm to minimize MLU for a given 
demands matrix and topology. This approach uses two-segment SR, enabling the network to 
transmit data packets on non-shortest paths and make the network more load-balanced. The 
authors in [13] propose a mixed integer programming model, including adjacency segment 
and  𝑘𝑘 -segment and simplify it.  

The simplified approach can give full play to the advantages of the adjacency segment to 
solve the problems that cannot be solved by node segment and arbitrarily specify constant 𝐾𝐾. 
Because the optimization of SR only considers the overall condition of the network, it may 
cause the delay of the flow to be very long, which the user cannot accept. 

In [12], the authors introduce a bounded stretch constraint to avoid too long paths. This 
approach limiting the shortest-path distance between intermediate nodes can improve user 
experience. More segments will result in greater overhead. The authors in [7] propose an 
efficient segment list encoding algorithm to guarantee optimal path computation and limit 
segment list depth. The algorithm can reduce the overhead of the network in different network 
scenarios. In [14], the authors propose CG4SR algorithm, which leverages column generation, 
a widely used technique for solving large-scale linear programs, combined with a novel 
dynamic program to achieve better scalability and reach near-optimal solutions with a gap 
guarantee. In [27], the authors propose a semi-oblivious SR algorithm that takes bounded 
traffic fluctuations based on an initially estimated traffic matrix. This makes the approach 
robust to traffic fluctuations and has a better performance compared to oblivious routing 
techniques. More SR applications, e.g., SRv6, multicast [26], and IoT [39], and related 
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overview can be found in [10], [19] and [20]. 

2.2 Network Restoration 
SR is based on the existing IGP protocol, and all can use the fast reroute mechanism. When 

there is a link or node failure, IGP recomputes all the shortest paths, and the SR is 
automatically repaired without interruption. In [5], the authors propose a method to optimize 
the centralized determination of connections primary paths to enable the best sharing of 
restoration bandwidth over non-simultaneous failures. In [3], the authors propose a robust 
semi-oblivious method to meet the flow demands and ensure a good network performance 
after link failures. In [4], the authors propose an SR method to construct pairs path to remain 
disjoint even after an input set of failures to be used for restoration. In [6], the authors initiate 
the systematic study of such local fast failover mechanisms which not only provide 
connectivity guarantees, even under multiple link failures but also account for the quality of 
the resulting failover routes for locality and congestion and propose a method called CASA 
providing a high degree of robustness as well as a provable quality of fast rerouting. 

3. BACKGROUND 

3.1 Segment Routing 
SR is a source routing architecture. The source node selects paths and guides the data packet 

to transmit along the paths in the network by inserting a sequenced segment list in the header 
of the data packet [9]. On the forwarding path, the network device that receives the data packet 
performs processing and forwarding operations according to this segment list [15]. Other 
nodes except the source node do not need to store and maintain any state information of the 
flow, so compared to the SDN architecture, SR saves the storage hardware of the forwarding 
table (such as ternary content addressable memory, TCAM) and thus has better scalability [22]. 
SR can provide advanced traffic steering capabilities in the IP/MPLS network while 
maintaining scalability in the data plane and control plane. 

A segment is an instruction to be executed by the node on the received data packet. The 
instruction includes: forwarding the data packet according to the destination node of the 
shortest path, sending the data packet through the designated interface and forwarding the data 
packet to the designated application or service instance. As is shown in Fig. 2, in addition to 
executing the instructions encoded in the segment list, the node also maintains the list itself. 
For this purpose, three basic operations on the segmented list are defined [21]: 
 PUSH: If the header of the data packet does not have a segment list, insert the segment 

list, otherwise insert one or more segments in the header of the segment list, then set the 
first segment as the active segment. 

 NEXT: The active segment has been completed; set the next segment as the active 
segment. 

 CONTINUE: The active segment has not been completed, continue the current 
forwarding instruction. 

There are two basic types of segments: node and adjacency. A segment is identified with a 
Segment Identifier (SID) which is divided into two categories [17]. An adjacency segment 
represents a local interface of a node, and adjacency segment IDs are typically only locally 
significant on each node. A node segment identifies a router node, and node segment IDs are 
globally unique across the domain [28]. Fig. 2 shows a network with bidirectional links. The 
number next to each link is its IGP link weight. We will use an example in Fig. 2 to illustrate 
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the forwarding process of SR. Considering that the controller has a full understanding of the 
global network status. When a traffic demand from R1 to R10 reaches the network, the data 
plane will forward it according to the forwarding strategy set in advance by the controller. 
Assuming that path R1-R4-R5-R7-R8-R10 is the optimal path in the current network state, the 
corresponding segment list is shown in the figure. 

When the traffic packet reaches R1, R1 uses the PUSH operation on the data packet, add 
the segment list (R4, R7, R8, R8-R10) to the header of the data packet, set the active pointer 
to point to R4, and send the packet to R4. Then R4 that received the packet uses the NEXT 
operation to make the active pointer point to R4 according to the segment list and transmit the 
traffic packet to R7 along the shortest path. When reaching R5, the traffic packet is executed 
CONTINUE operation and continues to be forwarded to R7. The traffic packet is forwarded 
to the destination in this way. 

Generally speaking, more segments mean that the controller has stronger control over the 
network and achieves better performance. But for our problem, the two segmented routings 
(2-SR) with node segments and adjacency segments is enough and can be easily extended. 

3.2 Network Restoration 
As the scale of the network continues to increase, the number of network devices in the 

network is also increasing, and the failure of links and nodes in the network can not be avoided. 
In a network system, the probability of a failure in an hour is 50%, and the probability of a 
failure in a day is 70% [8]. In the SDN-based data center wide area network, the link utilization 
rate is generally close to 100%, so even if a single link fails, the impact is very serious. In the 
existing work, failure recovery methods are mainly divided into two categories: One is passive 
recovery, and the other is active recovery. The main difference between the two is whether the 
failure handling occurs before or after the failure occurs. 

In the data plane of explicit path configuration, the passive failure recovery method is 
traffic redirection. The ingress node sets the weight of the failure-related path to 0, and the 
remaining unaffected path weights are re-divided. Traffic is quickly redirected, and network 
connections are quickly restored. The failure recovery mechanism of SR that makes full use 
of the mature IGP protocol failure recovery mechanism is relatively more advantageous. Fig. 
2 is an example of a failure recovery for SR. In the data plane of SR, segment forwarding is 
based on the IGP protocol. When a failure occurs in the network, the IGP protocol will 
automatically recalculate the shortest path between nodes, the original segment list can still be 
used, and the network can continue to be used uninterrupted [18]. However, the passive 
recovery method is determined locally by the data plane, which will cause network congestion 
[25]. 

A better passive recovery method is to request control plane intervention. The controller 
formulates new routing rules according to the new topology and updates each switching device. 
At the same time, it is obvious that this method is very time-consuming and only used in severe 
failure scenarios. In order to overcome the shortcomings of passive recovery, some active 
failure recovery method was proposed [5]. The idea is to consider possible link/node failures 
in advance when computing traffic distribution to ensure that the network will still not be 
congested when a single link/node fails. 

3.2 VaR and CVaR 
To better explain our method, we introduce the concept of Value-at-Risk [31], which is one 

of the most well-known risk measures used in robust optimization under uncertainty. Given a 
confidence coefficient, VaR provides an upper bound or quantile based on the probability 
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distribution of risk. For example, in an investment that requires a confidence level of 𝐵𝐵 ∈ (0,1], 
The corresponding 𝐵𝐵-VaR is the minimum value 𝛽𝛽 that can meet the confidence level 𝐵𝐵; the 
loss will not exceed 𝛽𝛽 [32]. In short, VaR in economic investment is the maximum possible 
loss under a certain confidence coefficient. VaR is the most widely used risk management 
indicator because of its simple concept and easy processing into mathematical models [33]. 
However, VaR also has some shortcomings; adding var constraints to a solvable polynomial 
problem will increase discrete variables and turn the problem into an NP-hard problem. 
Besides, VaR is not a so-called coherent risk measure, implying among another thing that is 
non-convex and not sub-additive [33]. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of VaR and CVaR. Given a flow distribution x, then MLU(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) varies with 
network state y. The MLU values are sorted in ascending order. Given a probability threshold B, then 
the B quantile of MLU is the VaR value. The red part represents the MLU values greater than VaR, 

and its conditional expectation is CVaR. 

In order to tackle these shortcomings of VaR, another risk measure closely related to VaR 
is introduced, which is the so-called Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR). By definition, CVaR 
is the conditional expectation of the loss under the condition that VaR is exceeded. Several 
important results regarding optimization of CVaR are proved by [35], which make this risk 
measure attractive from the optimization viewpoint. CVaR makes up for several deficiencies 
in VaR. It is coherent, which makes CVaR is easy to handle in optimization models. We can 
intuitively understand the relationship between CVaR and VaR from Fig. 1. 

4 THE PROPOSED METHODS 

4.1 System Model 
We now describe our optimization framework in detail. The key notations in our system 

model formulation can be found in Table 1. The network is modeled as a directed graph G =
(𝑉𝑉,𝐸𝐸), where the vertex set 𝑉𝑉  represents switches/routers and edge set 𝐸𝐸  represents links 
between switches/routers. Link capacities are given by 𝑐𝑐 = �𝑐𝑐(1), … , 𝑐𝑐(𝑒𝑒)�, and as in any 
Segment Routing Traffic engineering (SR-TE) formulation, the total flow on each link should 
not exceed its capacity. The traffic distribution of SR should meet the needs of the demand 
matrix 𝐷𝐷. SR-TE decisions are made at fixed time intervals, based on the estimated user traffic 
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demands for that interval. In each time epoch, there is a set of source-destination switch pairs, 
where each such pair 𝑟𝑟 is associated with a demand 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 and a fixed set of tunnels 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘) 
and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) on which its traffic should be routed. 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘) is a set of all routing 
paths using at most two segments that can transmit flow 𝑟𝑟 . The amount of traffic on 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘) is represented by 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘. 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) is a set of all routing paths using at most two 
segments with an adjacency edge 𝑚𝑚 which must start from the source node of flow 𝑟𝑟 and end 
at the destination node of 𝑟𝑟. The amount of traffic on 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) is represented by 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚. 

Table 1. Notations 
Symbols Description 
𝐺𝐺(𝑉𝑉,𝐸𝐸) Network Graph with nodes 𝑉𝑉 and links 𝐸𝐸. 
𝑐𝑐(𝑒𝑒) The capacity of link 𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸. 
𝑟𝑟 The flow 𝑟𝑟 between two nodes. 
𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 The source node of flow 𝑟𝑟. 
𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 The end node of flow 𝑟𝑟. 
𝑘𝑘 The intermediate node 𝑘𝑘 of SR. 
𝑚𝑚 The intermediate adjacency link 𝑚𝑚 of SR. 

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟, 𝑘𝑘) The SR tunnel through intermediate node 𝑘𝑘 for flow 𝑟𝑟. 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) The SR tunnel through adjacency link 𝑚𝑚 for flow 𝑟𝑟. 

𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 The amount of forwarded traffic on 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟, 𝑘𝑘). 
𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 The amount of forwarded traffic on 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚). 

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 ∈ 𝐷𝐷 The bandwidth demand of flow 𝑟𝑟. 
𝛼𝛼 The Value-at-Risk. 
𝐵𝐵 The target availability level. 

𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑄 The network state corresponding to a scenario. 
𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 The total loss in scenario 𝑞𝑞. 
𝑃𝑃𝑞𝑞  Probability of network state 𝑞𝑞. 

𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) The fraction of flow 𝑟𝑟 passing on link 𝑒𝑒 through the 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟, 𝑘𝑘) in scenario 𝑞𝑞. 
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) The fraction of flow 𝑟𝑟 passing on link 𝑒𝑒 through the 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) in scenario 𝑞𝑞. 

𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 The maximum link utilization in scenario 𝑞𝑞. 
𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞� Auxiliary variable used to calculate VaR. 
𝜃𝜃 The maximum value of 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 in all scenarios. 

 
Understanding the concept of scenario 𝑞𝑞 is key to understanding our methods. We use a 

general network failure model to represent each scenario in the network. A vector 𝑞𝑞 =
(𝑞𝑞1,𝑞𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑄𝑄  is used to represent a scenario, where 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖  is a binary random variable, 
indicating whether failure event 𝑖𝑖 occurred or not. A failure event 𝑖𝑖 represent a single SRG 
becoming unavailable. An SRG represents a group of logical nodes or links that will fail at the 
same time because of the shared infrastructure. In our method, these SRG failure events are 
uncorrelated. Generally speaking, a failure event 𝑖𝑖 can represent a link failure, a failure of a 
node connected to multiple links, or failure of all links in an area. For example, for a graph 
with 15 edges (we assume that each edge is an SRG), we can use a vector with 15 components 
𝑞𝑞 = (0,0 … ,0) to represent a network scenario where no failure occurs on all network links. 
Because all failure events are not related, we can use the following formula to calculate the 
probability of a scenario 𝑞𝑞: 

 𝑃𝑃𝑞𝑞 = 𝑃𝑃(𝑞𝑞1, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛) = ∏ [𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 + (1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)(1 − 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖)]𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 , (1) 
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where 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 is a binary variable and 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 is the probability of occurrence of the failure event 𝑖𝑖. 
In this section, we first formalize the model of SR under the worst scenario (SRWS). Based 

on the shortcomings of the SRWS method, we introduce the VaR method to improve the 
algorithm and propose SRUF method, which can make full use of probabilistic information 
and provide a probability guarantee for the network. Then we propose an algorithm based on 
variant shortest path algorithm and topological sorting algorithm to solve the important input 
of SRUF and SRWS methods. Finally, we introduce the changes of SID in different failure 
scenarios and our scenario setup. 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of SR under uncertain failures. 

4.2 Segment Routing under the Worst Scenarios 
Considering that a network's failure may cause congestion on one or more links, we propose 

the SRWS method to avoid this problem. The core idea of SRWS is to minimize the maximum 
MLU in all given scenarios. SRWS ensures that no congestion occurs in given failure scenarios 
and can be expressed as the following linear program: 

 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒     𝜃𝜃 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉 + ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚∈𝐸𝐸 ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟,  ∀𝑟𝑟 (2) 

 ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞)𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟 + ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞)𝑚𝑚∈𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑐𝑐(𝑒𝑒)𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 ,  ∀𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞 (3) 

 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 ≤ 𝜃𝜃,  ∀𝑞𝑞  (4) 

 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 ≥ 0,∀𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘,  𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 ≥ 0,∀𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚  (5) 

Equation (2) ensures that the distribution of traffic by the SDN controller can meet all 
traffic demands in the network. Because our method uses a 2-SR, the task of our method is to 
select a suitable intermediate node or adjacency link for traffic forwarding. If one of the 
endpoints of flow 𝑟𝑟 and intermediate node 𝑘𝑘 is the same, the 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘) will use the shortest 
path of flow 𝑟𝑟 for forwarding. For 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚), there are three situations. First, when the 
source node of 𝑟𝑟 and the source node of 𝑚𝑚 are the same node and the destination node of 𝑟𝑟 
and the destination node 𝑚𝑚 are different, the tunnel first passes through the link 𝑚𝑚 and then 
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goes to the destination of 𝑟𝑟 through the shortest paths to the destination, second, when the 
source node of 𝑟𝑟 and the source node of 𝑚𝑚 are the different node and the destination node of 
𝑟𝑟 and the destination node 𝑚𝑚 are the same, the tunnel first passes through the shortest paths 
from its source to the source node of 𝑚𝑚 and then goes to the destination through 𝑚𝑚, and finally, 
when the source node of 𝑟𝑟 and 𝑚𝑚 is the same, and so as the destination node of 𝑟𝑟 and 𝑚𝑚, 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) represent the link 𝑚𝑚. 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of ECMP and corresponding failure recovery. (a) Fractional values of 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) with 
ECMP. All the links along the shortest paths between 𝑠𝑠 and 𝑡𝑡 are shown. The values next to the links 
represent the fraction of the flow on them. (b) When a failure occurs, the network status changes and 

𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) should be updated to restore network forwarding. 

Equation (3) calculates the 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞 representing the MLU in the scenario 𝑞𝑞, and (4) calculates 
the MLU in the network in all scenarios. Since we need to avoid congestion in all given events 
of a network failure, the link utilization of all links in a scenario 𝑞𝑞 needs to be computed. We 
have the following formula for this: 

 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒,𝑞𝑞)𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 +∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒,𝑞𝑞)𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑒𝑒)  (6) 

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) represents the link utilization rate caused by a specified traffic distribution 
scheme {𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚} in a certain scenario 𝑞𝑞. Given the link weights in the network, one or more 
(in this case, we use Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) to forward packets) shortest paths between 
any two nodes in the network are fixed. As is shown in Fig. 2, when a failure occurs in the 
network, the failed nodes and links will be disconnected from the network, the network will 
recompute the shortest path between the nodes, and the distribution of network flow will also 
change the amount of network flow imposed on each link. So, each scenario 𝑞𝑞 corresponds to 
certain network topology and a set of determined shortest paths between nodes. We use 
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) to represent the fraction of traffic generated on 𝑒𝑒 that flows 𝑟𝑟 under network state 𝑞𝑞. 
When ECMP is not considered, flow 𝑟𝑟 only uses one shortest path, then the value of 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) 
of the link on the shortest path is 1, and the other links not on the shortest path are 0. When 
ECMP is considered since flow 𝑟𝑟  is split and forwarded by multiple paths, the value of 
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) can be fractional. As shown in Fig. 3, each shortest path value forwards part of the 
flow under the ECMP routing, and the situation that a huge flow has too much influence on a 
certain link can be reduced, which is more conducive to load balancing. When ECMP is 
considered, there are two types of rerouting situations when a failure occurs in the network. 
As shown in Figure Fig. 3 (b), when only part of the path in ECMP has errors, the network 
will use the remaining paths to redistribute traffic, and when all paths in ECMP fail, the new 
shortest path will be automatically computed to complete the forwarding task. When we 
combine ECMP and 2-SR with intermediate 𝑘𝑘, the fraction on link 𝑒𝑒 will be the sum of the 
flows from the source node of 𝑟𝑟 to 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑘𝑘 to the destination node of 𝑟𝑟. We assume that the 
former is flow 𝑟𝑟1 and the latter is flow 𝑟𝑟2; then we define this fraction: 
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 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟1(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) + 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟2(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) (7) 

When we combine ECMP and SR with adjacency segment 𝑚𝑚, since 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) is made 
up of link 𝑚𝑚 and the shortest path on which the flow is assumed to be 𝑟𝑟′, then we define this 
fraction as: 

 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) = �
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟′(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) + 1, 𝑒𝑒 = 𝑚𝑚
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟′(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞), 𝑒𝑒 ≠ 𝑚𝑚  (8) 

Therefore, 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) is the flow that results on link 𝑒𝑒 if a unit flow 𝑟𝑟 is routed through 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘) in scenarios 𝑞𝑞, and 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) is the flow that results in one link 𝑒𝑒 if a unit flow 𝑟𝑟 
is routed through 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡(𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚) in scenarios 𝑞𝑞. 

 
Fig. 4. Traffic configuration with different algorithms. The triple (𝑐𝑐, 𝑓𝑓, 𝑝𝑝) represents the link capacity, 
the link load and the failure probability of the link, respectively. (a) Traffic configuration with general 

SR. (b) General SR suffers from link failures. (c) Traffic configuration with SRWS. (d) Traffic 
configuration with SRUF. 

The idea of SRWS is to compute a traffic distribution scheme that ensures that the network 
will not be congested in any given scenario. This method is very effective in a network 
environment that cannot tolerate congestion. As is shown in Fig. 4, the general segment routing 
method only considers low MLU or high throughput when distributing traffic, without 
considering the occurrence of failure. But when a failure event occurs (just like Fig. 4 (b)), the 
network may be congested. Fig. 4 shows the SRWS scheme which can ensure that the network 
will not be congested under any single link failure scenario. 

4.3 Segment Routing with Value-at-Risk  
The SRWS method ensures that the SR traffic distribution scheme will not cause network 

congestion under a given series of failure scenarios. However, it has two shortcomings: (1) 
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The network must reserve a part of bandwidth resources to prevent the occurrence of failures, 
even in most network environments, the occurrence of failures is a small probability event 
[37], especially the worst scenario. Over-provisioning only results in low network 
performance. (2) Ignoring information about the probability of failure in the network will 
result in suboptimal decision making. The centralized controller can fully collect various 
information in the network and make full use of the failure history data of the network to make 
better traffic configuration. In order to overcome these difficulties, we propose our segmented 
routing with VaR method called SRUF. The mathematical description of the method is as 
follows: 

 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 𝛼𝛼 + 1
1−𝐵𝐵

∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑞𝑞𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞�𝑞𝑞∈𝑄𝑄  (9) 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉 + ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚∈𝐸𝐸 ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟,  ∀𝑟𝑟 (10) 

 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) − 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞�,∀𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞 (11) 

 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞� ≥ 0,  ∀𝑞𝑞 (12) 

 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 ≥ 0,∀𝑟𝑟,𝑘𝑘,  𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 ≥ 0,∀𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚 (13) 

The objective function represents CVaR of the MLU in all scenarios. In order to better 
understand our objective function, we introduce the mathematical expressions of CVaR and 
VaR of MLU. Given a random variable 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) representing the MLU when given a 
decision vector 𝑥𝑥 and a random vector 𝑦𝑦 representing uncertain parameters that may affect the 
performance of the network system under consideration, then the 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) for each 𝑥𝑥 is a 
random variable having a distribution induced by that of 𝑦𝑦. Therefore, the probability that 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) does not exceed some value 𝛼𝛼 is defined as 

 𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼)  ≔  𝑃𝑃{𝑦𝑦|𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) ≤ 𝛼𝛼} (14) 

When the value of 𝑥𝑥 is given, the cumulative distribution function of the loss function 
associated with the decision 𝑥𝑥 is represented by 𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼) [33]. Then, B-VaR can be defined as 

 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) ≔ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡{𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝑅𝑅:𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼) ≥ 𝐵𝐵} (15) 

From this, we can see that the probability that 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) exceeds 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) is 1 −𝐵𝐵. Due to 
the above concept, CVaR is the conditional expectation that the loss according to the decision 
vector 𝑥𝑥 dominates 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) [36]. Thus, we have 𝐵𝐵-CVaR denoted as 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) defined as 

 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) ≔ 𝐸𝐸{𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)|𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) ≥ 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥)} (16) 

To include both CVaR and VaR in the same optimization mathematical model, we 
characterize 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) and 𝜙𝜙𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥) in terms of a function 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 defined by 

 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼) ≔ 𝛼𝛼 + 1
1−𝐵𝐵

𝐸𝐸{𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥{𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) − 𝛼𝛼, 0}} (17) 

 = 𝛼𝛼 + 1
1−𝐵𝐵

∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥{𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) − 𝛼𝛼, 0}𝑞𝑞   

It can be shown that as a function of 𝛼𝛼, 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥,  𝛼𝛼) is continuously differentiable and convex 
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[36]. For any 𝑥𝑥, 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥)  =  𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥, 𝛼𝛼). Furthermore, if 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) ≔  𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥,  𝛼𝛼) is the 
set consisting of the values 𝛼𝛼 for which 𝐹𝐹 is minimized, the 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) is a nonempty, closed and 
bounded interval, and 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) is the left endpoint of 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥). In fact, it is always the case that 
𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼) and 𝜓𝜓𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵�𝑥𝑥,𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥)� [33]. It has also been shown that for any 
probability threshold 𝐵𝐵, if (𝑥𝑥′,  𝛼𝛼′) minimize 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵, then not only does 𝑥𝑥′ minimize 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵, but also 
𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥′,𝛼𝛼′) = 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥′,𝛼𝛼′) and 𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥′) ≐ 𝛼𝛼 [36]. After the optimization of CVaR, we can get the 
exact solution of VaR by a simple method. 

Using (17), we can process the non-smooth function which represents conditional VaR of 
MLU, into a linear function and obtain the VaR and CVaR corresponding to the optimization 
result through mathematical methods. As is shown above, (9) minimizes the CVaR of MLU 
under the given probability guarantee 𝐵𝐵. The auxiliary variable 𝜃𝜃𝑞𝑞� in (11) is used to process 
the max function in (17) into a linear function form. The optimization formula of our method 
is to solve the segmented routing allocation plan with the smallest condition value of the risk 
of MLU that meets the flow demand under the given probability guarantee. This problem is 
treated as a linear programming problem and there are 𝑂𝑂(|𝑉𝑉|3 + |𝑉𝑉|2 ∗ |𝐸𝐸| + |𝑄𝑄|) variables 
and 𝑂𝑂(|𝑉𝑉|2 + |𝑄𝑄||𝐸𝐸|) constraints. We can directly solve this linear programming problem. 

SRUF uses the VaR method in finance to ensure that the network will not be congested 
within 𝐵𝐵(90%, 95%, 99% … ) of the time, and the parameter 𝐵𝐵 is set by the control plane of 
the network according to the network environment. The use of parameter 𝐵𝐵  is of great 
significance. On the one hand, the probability of certain errors in the network is extremely low. 
By setting the parameter 𝐵𝐵 to ignore some scenarios with great influence and low probability 
of occurrence can make full use of network resources. On the other hand, The setting of 
parameter 𝐵𝐵 allows the SRUF algorithm to adapt to the availability requirements of various 
network environments. Therefore, SRUF is a more general method; when the probability 
threshold parameter 𝐵𝐵 is large enough, we almost require that the network can still work 
without congestion in any failure situation, and when 𝐵𝐵 is small and equal to the probability 
of normal state without any failure, we only require the network can work without congestion 
when no abnormality occurs what is similar to the general SR algorithm. It must be mentioned 
that SRUF tends to select the paths with a lower probability of failure so it can achieve better 
robustness with small parameters 𝐵𝐵, which is equal to the probability of a normal state without 
any failure. As is shown in Fig. 1, SRUF not only minimizes VaR of MLU but also minimizes 
CVaR, which makes the conditional expectation of the MLU exceeding the VaR lowest. Our 
SRUF method with minimizing CVaR can effectively prevent tail risks and improve network 
availability. 

The risk-knowledgeable SRUF method that can set parameter 𝐵𝐵 according to availability 
requirements and effectively prevent tail risks benefits from the full use of the failure 
probability information of links or nodes in the network, which can be easily collected and 
processing by a centralized control plane. The network using SRUF forward flows in a lower-
risk manner. Take Fig. 4 as an example; when there are 15 units of traffic that need to be 
forwarded from node S to node D, SRWS will consider all single link failures and transmit 
from the three paths shown in Fig. 4 (c). In this case, although the network is safe enough 
under a single link failure, when the demand from S to D increases, the network will no longer 
have a margin to complete the transmission. In addition, because the path S-M2-D has a higher 
failure rate, the SRWS transmission scheme will have a higher risk, causing the network to 
become more likely a state of high MLU. Fig. 4 (d) is a traffic distribution scheme that 
considers the risk of failure. We choose two safer paths to guarantee that the maximum 
utilization rate of all links is 75% at least 96% of the time. SRUF uses a more secure 
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forwarding scheme and uses the reliability of some extreme failure scenarios in exchange for 
higher network utilization. 

4.4 SR Link Load Factor Calculation Based on Failure Scenarios 
As mentioned above, 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) and 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒,𝑚𝑚) are key inputs for SRUF and SRWS; before 

we use our method to get a solution, we should first use (7) and (8) to get the value of them. 
Because 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) and  𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) are both calculated by 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞), we propose an algorithm 
based on a variant of the shortest path algorithm and topological sorting [24]to computing 
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝐸𝐸, 𝑞𝑞), which represents a set of 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒, 𝑞𝑞) for all 𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸 . The algorithm is described as 
Algorithm 1.  
 
Algorithm 1: Computation of 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝐸𝐸, 𝑞𝑞) 
Input: Graph 𝐺𝐺  =  (𝑉𝑉,𝐸𝐸), flow 𝑟𝑟, scenario 𝑞𝑞 
Output: 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝐸𝐸, 𝑞𝑞): an array of |𝐸𝐸| elements 
1: 𝐺𝐺 ← 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟_𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞) 
2: �̇�𝐺��̇�𝑉, �̇�𝐸� ← 𝐺𝐺 − 𝐺𝐺 
3: 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠(𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠,𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠) ← 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡ℎ��̇�𝐺, 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡� 
4: 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑖𝑖] ← 0, ∀𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠, 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 
5: 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠] ← 1 
6: 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑒𝑒] ← 0, ∀𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 
7: 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 𝑄𝑄 ← ∅ 
8: 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] ← 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡_𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖) 
9: 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] ← 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖) 
10: for all 𝑖𝑖 =  1 to |𝑉𝑉| do 
11:     if 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] == 0 then 
12:         𝑄𝑄.𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ(𝑖𝑖) 
13:     end if 
14: end for 
15: repeat 
16:     𝑥𝑥 ← 𝑄𝑄.𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝() 
17:     for all 𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 do 
18:         if 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚_𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒) == 𝑥𝑥 then 
19:             𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓(𝑒𝑒) = 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑥𝑥]/𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑥𝑥] 
20:             𝑦𝑦 ← 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓_𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒) 
21:             𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑦𝑦] = 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑦𝑦] + 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑥𝑥]/𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑥𝑥] 
22:             𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑦𝑦] = 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑦𝑦] − 1 
23:             if 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝑦𝑦] == 0 then 
24:                 𝑄𝑄.𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ(𝑦𝑦) 
25:             end if 
26:         end if 
27:     end for 
28: until 𝑄𝑄 ==  ∅ 
29: 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞[𝑒𝑒] ← 0, ∀𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸 
30: 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞[𝑒𝑒] ← 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑒𝑒], ∀𝑒𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 
31: return 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞[1 … |𝐸𝐸|] 
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The inputs of Algorithm 1 are graph 𝐺𝐺, flow 𝑟𝑟, and scenario 𝑞𝑞. We define the link load 
factor as the amount of traffic applied on each link when one unit of flow is transmitted. The 
main purpose of the algorithm is to calculate the link load factor of all edges in the graph 𝐺𝐺 
under scenario 𝑞𝑞. The algorithm can be divided into four stages. The first stage is scenario 
mapping, which removes all edges and nodes that have failed and generates an auxiliary graph 
�̇�𝐺, the second stage is the calculation of all the shortest paths of flow 𝑟𝑟 in the graph Ġ and 
generates the shortest path subgraph 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠, the third stage is to calculate the link load factor based 
on topological sorting algorithm [24] on 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠, and the fourth stage is the edge mapping between 
𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠  and 𝐺𝐺 . 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑖𝑖] denotes the amount of traffic applied on node 𝑖𝑖 when one unit of flow is 
transmitted. Similarly, 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓[𝑖𝑖] represents the amount of traffic applied on link 𝑖𝑖 when one unit 
of flow is transmitted. The output of the algorithm is 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝐸𝐸, 𝑞𝑞), which means that running the 
algorithm once can get the load factor of all edges in the graph 𝐺𝐺. 

4.5 Different Uncertain Failure Scenarios 
Although our method can deal with all failure scenarios, the computational complexity will 

increase sharply as more failure scenarios increase. Consider one edge as an SRG. The 
complexity of the failure scenario is exponential. When the network topology has 20 links, 
there are 1048579 scenarios. When there are 30 links in the network, the number of scenarios 
is 1073741824. This complexity is unacceptable for us, and the scalability is very poor. 
Pruning algorithm, sampling algorithm, and appropriate scenario settings can be designed to 
solve this problem. There is a large body of research in restoration in networks. Single link 
failures, single node failures, and Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) failures are typical 
scenarios in the research of failure recovery of network. An SRLG represents multiple link 
sharing infrastructure can fail together and include single link failures and single node failures. 
In this paper, we only consider the SRLG scenarios that include all single link failures and 
single node failures. here are two reasons for this. First, most of the network is operating in a 
failure-free or single-link failure state. For example, according to the data of the MWAN in 
[37], the failure-free and single-link failure state can occupy more than 99.99% of the network 
time. Second, when there are too many node and link errors in the network, the controller will 
repair the network and recalculate the distribution of traffic due to many requirements that 
cannot be fulfilled. Based on the above modeling of the failure scenarios, a vector 𝑞𝑞 =
(𝑞𝑞1,𝑞𝑞2 … , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑄𝑄 will be used to represent a failure scenario, where the value of 𝑡𝑡 is |𝑉𝑉| +
|𝐸𝐸|, and 𝑞𝑞 has only one component with a value of 1 (others are 0), which means that only one 
SRLG failure event will occur at the same time. 

 

Fig. 5. Changes in SIDs in failure recovery. (a) When the intermediate node 𝑘𝑘 fails, node SID 𝑘𝑘 in the 
node SIDs list will be extracted. (b) When the link 𝑠𝑠-𝑡𝑡 fails, adjacency SID 𝑠𝑠-𝑡𝑡 in the adjacency SIDs 

list will be converted to node SID. 

There are two more situations about failure scenarios to pay attention to in our SRUF 
framework (Fig. 5). The first situation is that a failure occurs in the intermediate node of the 
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SR. In this situation, the SIDs list needs to be changed, the intermediate node needs to be 
deleted from the SIDs list, and the network uses the shortest path from source node 𝑠𝑠 to 
destination node 𝑡𝑡 to forward the packet. The other situation is when using the adjacency SIDs 
to specify the link to transmit data and encountering a failure one the link, the switch has to 
change the adjacency SID to the node SID of the end node of the link, and use the shortest 
path for transmission. 

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, we first describe the network setting, data setting, and the methods for 

comparison in our experiments, and then we evaluate the proposed algorithms SRUF and 
SRWS in detail. 

5.1 Experimental Setting 
We evaluate our method on network topology B4 [30], which is widely used in computer 

network traffic optimization with 12 nodes and 38 edges, see Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. The B4 topology. 

 We perform experiments with all links having the equal capacity as well as cases where 
the link capacities have uniform distribution 𝑀𝑀[10: 100] . We use a uniform distribution 
𝑀𝑀[1: 5]  to set link weights to take advantage of ECMP and adjacency segment. The 
combination of adjacency segment and ECMP not only makes full use of the load balancing 
effect of ECMP, but also specifies traffic allocation for a single path of ECMP. The adjacency 
segment can make full use of the non-shortest links in the weight graph. The Weibull 
distribution which has been used in a prior study of failures in backbones [34] is used here to 
model failure scenarios with probability. We denote the Weibull distribution with shape 
parameter 𝜆𝜆 and scale parameter 𝑓𝑓 by 𝑊𝑊(λ,𝑓𝑓). Throughout our experiments, we change the 
shape and scale parameters of our Weibull distribution and study the impact of the probability 
distribution on performance. During the experiment, we sampled the edge failure rate in the 
network multiple times, used the algorithm to iteratively calculate multiple times, and 
averaged the results. Our optimization framework uses the Gurobi LP solver and is 
implemented using the Julia optimization language [38]. 

Here, we compare the following algorithms. 
 SRUF: Our SR algorithm based on CVaR. The setting of parameter B allows the SRUF 

algorithm to adapt to the availability requirements of various network environments. 
 SRWS: Our SR algorithm considering the worst-case network performance. SRWS 

minimizes the worst-case MLU in consideration of all given failure conditions. 
 SPR: A shortest path routing algorithm with restoration. In the flow distribution stage, 

the SPR algorithm uses the shortest path to transmit traffic. When the network 
encounters a failure, the SPR algorithm will automatically recalculate the shortest path 
between nodes to restore the traffic transmission. 
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 ECMPR: An equal cost multipath algorithm with restoration. In the flow distribution 
stage, the ECMPR algorithm uses multiple paths of equal cost to transmit traffic. When 
the network encounters a failure, the ECMPR algorithm will automatically recalculate 
multiple paths of equal cost between nodes to restore the traffic transmission. 

5.2 Comparison of MLU 
MLU is the utilization rate of the link with the largest link utilization rate in the network 

and a common optimization target in traffic optimization, which can improve the load balance 
of the network and increase the throughput of the network. Since our work is based on the 
network under uncertain failures, we will consider different failure scenarios and their 
probability of occurrence during optimization. Therefore, we calculate MLU in two ways. One 
is to consider the maximum value of MLU in all scenarios, which reflects the robustness of 
the algorithms to some extent. The other is to compute a weighted average of the MLU in 
various scenarios, and this method considers the probability of occurrence of each scenario. 

Fig. 7 compares the MLU in the worst scenario. The 𝑥𝑥-axis represents different IDs of 
demand matrixes whose distribution is different. The results show that MLU of the worst 
scenario generated by SRWS is the smallest, which validates the load balancing effect of the 
SRWS algorithm in the worst scenario. The MLU produced by the SRUF algorithm with a 
small parameter 𝐵𝐵 in the worst case is greater than that produced by SRWS but less than that 
produced by ECMP and SPR. As long as the value of 𝐵𝐵 is large enough, SRUF can achieve 
the same effect as SRWS in the worst scenarios. Even if the value of 𝐵𝐵 is not that large, SRUF 
optimizing the CVaR can do more to prevent congestion than SPR and ECMPR methods in 
the worst scenarios. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of MLU in the worst scenario. 

Fig. 8 compares the weighted average of MLU. We can see that the solution of the SRUF 
algorithm makes the network have a lower MLU, which enables the network to have better 
performance of load balance and greater throughput. At the same time, it is also verified that 
the ECMPR algorithm has better performance than the SPR algorithm in terms of load 
balancing. SRWS only considers the worst-case performance and therefore over-protects the 
network, causing performance degradation under normal conditions. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the weighted average of MLU. 

5.2 Comparison of Availability 
The definition of availability is the probability that a traffic distribution scheme can meet 

all demands. In the process of calculating availability, we first distribute traffic in different 
scenarios according to the allocation of each algorithm and calculate the loss representing the 
sum of traffic that cannot be satisfied with all flows. Then the loss in this scenario can be 
obtained by adding the loss of all flows. Obviously, when the demand is small, the availability 
of all our algorithms is 100%. We use the method of scaling the demand to continuously 
expand the demand to observe the changes in the availability of various algorithms in the 
process. Fig. 9 shows the results. In the process of demand growth, SRUF supports higher 
demands for a given availability. When the availability is greater than 99%, the scaling factor 
of SRUF is 2.8, the scaling factor of ECMPR is 2.4, the scaling factor of SPR is 1.8, and the 
scaling factor of SRWS is 1.6. In the process of declining availability, although several 
algorithms have similar declining speeds, SRUF can support larger-scale requirements under 
the same availability. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of availability. 
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Fig. 10 shows the scaling factor of demand under higher availability. It can be seen that 
under the same availability level, SRUF can support more demands, and when the availability 
requirements increase, the total amount of demand that each algorithm can meet has been 
decreasing. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of the demand scales under high availability. 

6 Conclusions 
Taking into account the uncertain failures of nodes and links in the network, we introduce 

the failure probability of the network into the calculation of traffic distribution for SR. We use 
the MLU of the network as the objective function and employ the VaR concept in finance to 
optimize the objective function. We proposed the SRUF method, which takes into account the 
failure probability and the process of rerouting after a failure during optimization. In SRUF, 
the controller can set the availability requirements of the network according to the network 
environment, and then minimizes the MLU of the network under the required requirements to 
achieve load balancing for each demand and increases the throughput upper bound of the 
network system. We have conducted experiments to evaluate our method. The results show 
that our method is able to make full use of probability information to achieve a smaller MLU, 
get higher availability, and support more traffic demands. 
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